
mimi lite deluxe
The Mimi Lite Deluxe provides offers lightweight advantages 
and the added security of a locking loop brake.  The easy 
folding and lightweight features combine to make this a great 
travel Rollator.

Item # 199  
Shown

- (2)  handlebar  
-  (2)   height adjustment knobs with bolts
- (1)  basket.

parts

Please read these instructions before assembly or use of this 
Rollator.  This Rollator must always be assembled and fitted for 
the user by a qualified Drive Medical Authorized dealer. Before 
using your new Rollator please ensure that your weight is with-
in the weight capacity of this unit.  This Rollator will require 
very little assembly and the assembly can be  
completed without tools.

1.  Open your Rollator.  Push the folding hinge until straight to  
 secure the unit in the proper position.
2.  Place a handle bar with the pre-assembled loop Lock in each  
 handle bar receptacle and adjust to the desired height.
3.  Use the height adjustment knobs and bolts to secure the  
 handle bars in this position being cautious to ensure that the  
 bolt heads are properly mounted within the hex opening on  
 the inside of each handle bar receptacle.
4. Test and adjust the Loop Lock mechanism tension to ensure  
 proper and secure Locking before use.
5.  If your Rollator comes with a basket, mount the basket in the  
 proper location.

assembly instructions

folding
This unit is easily folded from the user’s side of the unit by 
grasping the folding strap (black cloth strap) located under the 
hinged seat and lifting the unit by this strap.  The unit will fold 
as lifting for easy storage and transport.   The basket also is 
easily removed by a firm tug to pull the basket  free of its  
frame clamps.

loop lock
This new generation loop lock handle has been designed to 
offer maximum comfort and safety.  Two functions are incorpo-
rated: a normal loop lock and a parking loop lock.  Those  
functions are fully separated, to avoid misunderstandings.  
Contact areas are wide, to limit pressure on the fingers. 
 

Normal loop lock function may be applied, while walking with 
the Rollator, e.g. as a help to make a corner, or as a help to get 
up or off the side walk.  Activating the Locks is performed by 
pulling the loop lock handle up, similar to  
operating the brakes of a bicycle.  
 

The parking loop lock will be applied at standstill.  When the 
user wants to sit down on the seat, the parking loop lock must 
be applied first, for safety reasons.  If the user has to reach 
away from the Rollator, e.g. for taking something from the self 
in a shop, it will be safe to apply the parking loop lock first 
 

The way of activating the parking loop lock is by pushing the 
handle down.  This way is convenient for people who cannot 
easily pinch the handle, because of certain disabilities of their 
hands.  Releasing the parking loop lock can be done by moving 
the handle up.  For operation the parking loop lock, the loop 
lock handle is provided with a wider section at the end.

The Rollator loop lock handle has been designed for operating 
the loop locks of a Rollator or walker and incorporates two 
functions: operating of normal loop lock and operating the 
parking loop lock.  Normal loop lock will be used during walk-
ing, e.g. as help to make a corner.  The parking loop lock func-
tion will be used at a standstill, e.g. to keep the Rollator at its 
place, when using the seat to sit down. 
 

Characteristics of the loop lock handle are: 
 1) Normal loop lock function 
 2) Parking loop lock function 
 3) Operation of the normal loop lock and operation of  
  parking loop lock are fully separated, to  
  avoid misunderstandings. 

operation

Normal loop lock is activated by pulling the handle up,  
similar to operating the brakes of a bicycle. Once the handle is 
released, the lock will release as well.

-Activate the parking loop lock by pushing the handle DOWN.  
At the bottom position - the handle will lock automatically and 
the parking loop lock is ON.

-Release the parking loop lock by pulling the handle UP.   
The handle will return to its basic position; the parking loop 
lock is OFF.

NORMAL LOOP LOCk

keep the loop lock handle free from dirt etc. to keep it  
operating properly.  In case the loop locks are lockng too little, 
the cable might be too loose.  The cable can be adjusted by 
means of the adjuster screw, located where the cable is  
connected to the loop lock handle.  If the loop lock cable wire 
is broken, it has to be replaced.

maintenance

CAUTION: Don’t use the loop lock handle for other functions 
than locking a Rollator or walker.  Take care that the loop lock 
handle is in good condition, fully assembled (no loose parts) 
and fixed, for safety reasons. 
 

Please read all cautions and warning labels before using this 
Rollator.  
 

This unit is designed to be used as a mobility aid, creating 
a natural gate as the user walks securely with their primary 
weight distribution between the handlebars with the unit in 
front of the user.  
 

If the Rollator has a seat, always engage the locking mecha-
nism on the loop lock before using the seat. At no time can this 
unit be used to transport individuals while seated for risk of 
bodily injury.

cautions

PARkINg LOOP LOCk




